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ROUNDTABLE: Local Lessons: A Roundtable
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children who are sent to school prepared to learn
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neighborhood, income and race do not explain

can Metropolis: A Study of School Decentraliza‐

differences, but the amount of help given in the

tion</cite>, stated that the segregated school of

home does affect outcomes. He asked whether we

the sixties is the basis of the No Child Left Behind
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law [4]. He believes the authors want quality edu‐

that measuring success by the performance of
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Works with African American Students: Learning
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from Successful District 65 Teachers</cite>. The
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where in America. <p> Johnson, who attended
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over the retention of Superintendent Gregory C.
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in the home, to see that homework was the first
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thing done after school (even if he did not read), is

Foster School that included an accelerated aca‐

problematic. This has made a difference in what

demic program and special instruction in music,

the families expect from the schools.. She said one
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gets tired, because today the Evanston community

mented a district-wide program that included ex‐

is speaking about the same things it was speaking
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positions, and integrated after school activities.

coming fiftieth anniversary of <cite>Brown vs.

Citing the Board of Education's published ratio‐

Topeka Board of Education</cite>. He cited news‐

nales for non-renewal, lack of communication

paper reports from the 1950s in which many

and personality, Johnson stated that this led to a

African Americans were calling for a return to

school boycott by parents. They supported not

neighborhood schools. Integration was a "Black

only the plan for quality education, but Coffin's in‐

Power" movement. According to Dougherty, this

volvement in political activities, particularly those

leads to historical confusion. He said, who does or

in favor of open housing. Coffin supporters nar‐

does not get power is the "bottom line." <p> The

rowly lost the School Board election, which led to

floor was then opened to the audience. This is a

boycotts of White businesses, mass meetings and

summary of the comments. Audience members

a "Freedom School." Mertz comments in the

discussed the transformative power of civil rights

chronology that although news reports referred

stories, and modified vs. regular history courses.

only to Black boycotters, Freedom School students

In describing the Ether Project at Northeastern

and protesters, he knows there were some White

University, an HES member stated that, "It is up to

protesters, because he was one of them.[3] John‐

Black leaders to look to themselves and find solu‐

son stated that we must teach *every* child, not

tions to our own problems. School can be a foun‐

just "gifted" children. <p> Lewis, co-author of

dation for a kid from a home where there is no

<cite>Race and Educational Reform in the Ameri‐

support." An Evanston Councilman said that "ev‐
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eryone who remains silent is contributing to what
is happening." A parent made remarks about the
rationale for her decision to send her child to Fos‐
ter Magnet School in the 1960s. In a discussion of
"how to parent." one audience member said that
children "are being sold easy sex, so how can
these kids be helped? Can we do something about
uneducated parents?" An HES member said that
the history of early childhood education can offer
some things that have worked. This is an example
of history impacting education to help find solu‐
tions. One contributor said that there is a need for
Blacks to mobilize because Whites don't have the
necessary motivation to meet the Black problems.
Treadway (see endnotes) cited the Hess report
mentioned above. She stated that teacher expecta‐
tion impact whether the child learns and suc‐
ceeds. She asked about cultural sensitivity, and
then stated that if a teacher expected a child to
succeed, they succeeded. She provided a historical
overview of the "sixty percent" guidelines, stating
that a lot of the data came from the community.
<p> This session more than achieved its purpose.
It raised as many questions as it answered, gave
everyone present much food for thought, and re‐
minded those in attendance to challenge our own
assumptions on a regular basis in order to see
what lens we are using. <p> Notes <p> [1]. Samp‐
son, W. A. (2002). <cite>Black Student Achieve‐
ment</cite>. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press. <p>
[2]. Hess, G. A. (2003, October 7). <cite>What
Works with African American Students: Learning
from Successful District 65 Teachers</cite>. Evan‐
ston, IL: The Lighthouse Partnership. (Courtesy of
Judith Treadway, chair of the NAACP education
committee in Evanston, 2003). <p> [3]. Mertz, T.J.
(2003). <cite>Evanston Chronology</cite>. Madi‐
son, WI: Author. <p> [4]. Lewis, D. A. & Nakagawa,
K. (1995). <cite>Race and Educational Reform in
the American Metropolis: A Study of School De‐
centralization</cite>. Albany, NY: SUNY Press. <p>
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://networks.h-net.org/h-education
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